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Online image editing
lipping through your old photo
albums, it’s easy to lapse into a
nostalgic reverie: there’s Uncle George
with glowing red eyes and Auntie

Betty with a tree growing out of her head. Flick the
page to see that picture of your best mate from
school, or is it someone else? It’s difficult to tell as
they’re so far away. But if your pictures were online
you’d be able to zoom in and clear up the mystery,
remove the red-eye from all those drunken party
snaps and crop out the stuff you didn’t want.

Although not quite as sophisticated as the likes
of Photoshop, a new breed of websites offers
features that enable you to perform some of the
most common image-editing tasks on digital
pictures. Best of all, they’re free to use and don’t
take up any space on your hard drive. However, the
question is, are they any good? After testing some
of the sites, it seems that the answer to this
depends very much on your objectives.

Cut and paste 
Photo-editing tasks such as resizing, rotating and
adjusting colour settings may seem basic, but

they’re the most frequently used features in most
image packages. Though the bells and whistles
vary, these form the core of most online-editing
facilities too. Many of the photo-processing
websites we covered in the first part of this series
use licensed Web applications that turn up again
and again, so there’s little difference between
performance. The PictureIQ PhotoTools system,
which has red-eye removal filters in addition to the
basics, is widely used. Join up at www.ecircles.com
and www.photoamerica.com to see the system in
action, or use it without registering by going to
www.pictureiq.com and clicking on the “Try It” link.
Shutterfly at www.shutterfly.com lets you remove
red-eye and crop photos before ordering prints,
while www.dotphoto.com only allows cropping.

Dedicated image-editing sites are much thinner
on the ground, but worth seeking out for the extra
features. Of those available, Mac support is
unfortunately rare and one of the most impressive
sites, the Design Center at corelcity.com, only runs
on Microsoft’s Java engine, making it incompatible
with Mac OS. MyImager.com at www.myimager.
com is less partisan. Free to use and without a
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Is it possible to edit photos without having to rely on complicated and expensive
software? Join us in our online search for the best Web-based image editors.

For basic editing, including resizing, adjusting contrast and
colour balance, www.gifwizard.com offers a fast service with
few frills.
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fussy registration process, you can start editing
images as soon as you’re at the site. The available
tools are sorted into handy categories, from
standard editing functions to optimisation and
simple effects filters. Fast and easy to use, the only
real problem is that you can’t upload images over
200K, a miserly limit for digital photography fans.

Despite its name, GifWizard at www.gifwizard.
com also works with JPEG and BMP format files
that you’ve already published on the Web. Its main
job is crunching images for the Web, but you can
also crop, resize, rotate and change the colour
balance in your images before optimising them.
A “no frills” system that seems to work well.

Graphics from scratch
Making your own graphics or adding extras such as
text to existing photos seems like the kind of task
only a dedicated image-editing package could
complete. However, now that you can edit images
online, that package no longer needs to be an
expensive bit of bloatware. The WebGFX
Rendermachine at www.webgfx.ch more than
proves this point with a series of Java-powered
image-creation applications that are speedy and
simple to use. First up is the WebGFX Log-O-Mat,
which enables you to create custom logos for Web
pages from over a hundred pre-defined styles. And
just in case you want more flexibility, you can use

Try-O-Mat instead. This is another logo maker that
lets you choose your own combination of colours,
background, textures and font. The site further
features a nifty button maker and a navigation
generator for Web pages. If flaming logos are up
your street, there are still more sites to try out.
Head along to www.cooltext.com for another free
service that specialises in logo creation and Web
buttons. And despite the fact that the name may
be contradictory, www.flamingtext.com lets you do
even more of the same.

A special mention has to go to MediaBuilder at
www.mediabuilder.com – the home of several
image-creation and editing tools, each with its own
branding and domain name. Although they’re all
aimed at Web page creation, the tools can easily be
used to spruce up images in your online photo
albums. There’s a dedicated banner maker along
with button-creation tools, 3D text and animation
applets. The most useful section of all can be found
at www.gifworks.com. In addition to optimisation
and a good range of standard editing features,
you’ll also find filters and effects that enable you to
warp and distort your photos beyond recognition.

“Free to use and
without a fussy
registration
process, you can
start editing
images as soon as
you’re at the site”

Signing up with a photo-sharing or
processing service online almost
guarantees you access to a set of
image-editing tools. Make sure you
read the small print though – some
sites may not be Mac compatible.

PictureIQ features a special filter for
instantly getting rid of that pesky
red-eye effect that spoils so many
flash photos. Try it out for yourself
at www.pictureiq.com.

Part of the MediaBuilder portal,
GifWorks is as close as you can get
to a fully featured image-editing
package online. You can access it
from www.mediabuilder.com or
direct at www.gifworks.com.

You don’t need to install heaps of
fonts to find the right one for a
logo, if you use www. cooltext. com.
There’s a variety of fonts stored here
and you can add your own effects.
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WHERE TO
GO NEXT: 
5 TOP SITES
MyImager.com
www.myimager.com
This JavaScript-powered site
is easy to use and features
more than just the basics. As
useful for editing existing
photos as it is for generating
buttons and banners.

MediaBuilder
www.mediabuilder.com
Not one site, but an entire
portal leading to the Web’s
best online image-crunching
and creation tools. Each site is
slick looking and focused on
achieving a set of basic, but
well done editing tasks. You
also get access to clip art and
image tips.

WebGFX
Rendermachine
www.webgfx.ch
Logo-creation and navigation-
making applications nestle
alongside lots of links to clip
art that you can use to
enhance your Web sites with.

GifWorks
www.gifworks.com
More than just a GIF
optimisation centre, GIFWorks
offers a host of image-editing
extras including basic filters
and cropping operations.

BellsNWhistles
www.bellsnwhistles.com
Add live image effects directly
to your own pages with this
selection of Java and DHTML
applets and scripts. There’s a
whole section dedicated to
real-time image processing
filters that can do anything
from adding motion blur to
setting your pictures alight
with realistic, animated
flames. Like we haven’t seen
that before.

When it comes to putting your finished images on the Web, there are only two
widely accepted formats. The first and most popular is the Graphics Interchange
Format (or GIF) developed at Compuserve specifically for transmission across
networks. An indexed colour format with a maximum palette of 256 colours, GIFs
are good for simple images that feature large areas of solid colour, making them
ideal for icons, logos, buttons and graphics that feature a limited colour range.

JPEGs (Joint Photographic Experts Group
format files) have “true colour”
capability and kilobyte-crunching
compression features that make them
ideal for photographic images or
graphics that feature complex, graded
colour transitions.

To optimise your files for the Web
and get the best balance between file
size and image quality you can use one
of the many online optimisation sites
around. We recommend the original GIF
and JPEG Crunchers at www.spinwave.
com/crunchers.html.

IMAGE OPTIMISATION

Old favourites GIF and JPEG Cruncher have
moved to www.spinwave.com, but they still
offer a great way to compare and contrast
levels of image optimisation side by side.

You can save the edited image by holding the mouse button
down over the photo and choosing Save Image as. Otherwise,
go to File > Save to specify an FTP site to transfer the image to

directly. This makes MyImager especially handy for editing Web graphics.
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Cropping – Reframing the
subject using a rectangular
selection tool and removing
the portion of the image
outside this frame.
Optimisation – In Web
graphics terms, this is about
getting the balance between
appearance and file size.
Often a case of trial and error.
Filters – Image filters perform
mathematical operations on
bitmaps at pixel level, letting
them create effects, distort or
clean up the source image.

JARGON BUSTER

Open your browser, head to www.myimager.com and choose
File > Open. In the next dialogue you can pick an image from
your hard drive, or enter a URL to point to an image already

online. Whichever, make sure the image is no bigger than 200K.

1 The picture may take a few seconds to upload. Once it appears
on screen, go to Edit > Crop. The crop tool doesn’t show a
marquee when you make a selection, so you’ll have to use your

imagination. Select the top left corner area you wish to select and click.
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You’re immediately taken to another screen, where you can
click in the bottom right to set a second corner for the
rectangular selection. If you’re happy, click on Crop It. To undo

edits, just click on the Back button of your browser.

3

Using MyImager
Though similar to many desktop-based editing programs, the tool set and layout of MyImager.com never lets you forget

that you’re online...
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